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"House of Zafon") is a moshav in southern Israel. Located in the northern
Negev desert near the Gaza Strip, it falls under the jurisdiction of Eshkol
Regional Council. History The village was founded in 1952, and named
after Zafon, a leader of the Yam Tov movement, on its land. Its name
was changed to Baal Zafon in 1957, to avoid confusion with the town of
the same name in western Galilee. At first, the moshav was located
within the boundaries of the Palmach military organisation in the Negev,
but later became a member of the Jewish paramilitary organization
Haganah. Baal Zafon is a small farming community. Since the 1960s, it
has been headquarters of the Bedouin community. The moshav's
inhabitants are mostly farmers, who also engage in raising sheep and
goats. It is also home to a local secondary school, a mobile home park, a
few businesses, and a community event hall, which is used mostly for
social gatherings. In August 1997, a number of alders in the nearby Arab
village of Abu Ghannam were burned. References Category:Moshavim
Category:Populated places in Southern District (Israel) Category:1952
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serial key full version crack!New research into the characteristics of
shoppers at traditional stores and retailers like Amazon is signaling a shift in
the way brick-and-mortar businesses continue to compete in the new retail
economy. While Amazon’s sales continue to grow across the country, it’s
the makeup of shoppers they attract that’s changing. At the start of the new
holiday season last month, Amazon had shifted 1.5 million items from stores
to its online store, accounting for about 6 percent of all online shopping
done nationwide. That’s up from 1.3 million items in 2016, according to a
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report released last month by data tracking firm Accenture and The NPD
Group. At that same time last year, online spending was about 7 percent of
total holiday spending, according to NPD. As shoppers’ appetite for
shopping online grows, they’re increasingly attracted to retailers that offer
the convenience of online orders and delivery. How that plays out for
physical stores is something to watch — in a good way. Getty Images
Traditional brick-and-mortar retail is growing over time. The number of
retailers and restaurants with two or more locations stood at 11.1 million in
2016, marking an increase of 48.5 6d1f23a050
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